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his dad.
“We’ve got a irst-time angler,”
declared Miller. “I can’t believe he
never caught a ish! It’s a Daily News
ishing Festivus!”
The pair kept casting and catching, casting and catching, eventually
reeling in 30 of the ish and tossing
10 back.
Angelo, 20, wasn’t the only
Dimino relative to beneit from the
haul: 25 pounds of fresh mahi mahi
illets were delivered to his cousin’s
restaurant Vignetos Italian Grill in
Plantation, Fla.
“Putting Angelo on his very irst
ish was extremely rewarding to me,”
said Miller. “The smiles and cheers
that erupted when the ish inally
broke the surface was second to
none.
“It was a moment that neither he
nor his dad Anthony will forget.”
he crew’s next target: Catching a sailish, a complicated
and dificult quest. Miller
blasted some Eminem as he
steered the ship to the edge of
the ocean current, a prime spot for
sailishing.
The captain sent up a green kite,
with three ishing lines from their
rods attached, the bait on the hooks
dangling down to the ocean surface.
And then they waited. Angelo’s
ishing rod jerked suddenly, and his
eyes widened as he looked down
into the water to see a shark on the
end of his line.
Miller hustled over to lend a
hand, with the two men pulling the
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First, what is a hot dog?
The deinition has been unclear since
the late 1860s when German baker
Charles Feltman began placing sausages
from his native country — known as
frankfurters — inside the bread he was

second, is it a sandwich?
Whoa, that’s a lot to chew on. Amid
a national debate in 2015, the National
Hot Dog and Sausage Council proclaimed that a hot dog is not a sandwich
because the meaty treat is “truly a category unto its own."
As a result, the Louisville CourierJournal used this year’s “National Hot
Dog Day” earlier this month to issue 10
corrections — including one dating back

to 1887 — for each of the times that the
newspaper referred to a hot dog as a
sandwich.
A correction to that correction may
be in order, however. After all, MerriamWebster, the nation's leading dictionary
provider, deines a hot dog as a sandwich — prompting many hot dog lovers
to throw up.
"When that ubiquitous sausage
known as the hot dog is placed in its
traditional split roll, the resulting alsoubiquitous food item (also called a hot

dog) does indeed qualify as a sandwich,
as our deinition of the word sandwich
makes clear: ‘two or more slices of
bread or a split roll having a illing in between,’” associate editor Emily Brewster
told The News.
And no less an authority than the
state of New York considers hot dogs a
sandwich — albeit for tax purposes. An
oficial list on the state Department of
Taxation and Finance website groups
hot dogs together with other “sandwiches,” including club sandwiches, cold-cut
sandwiches, croissant sandwiches, gyros, wraps and even burritos.
The taxman’s bell tolls for thee:
“Sandwiches are generally subject to
sales tax,” the website declares.
Such a decree adds a few cents to
your hot dog purchase, but hot dog historian Bruce Kraig agreed it’s legit.
"Old timey hot dog men in the business (the makers, salesmen, and operators) talked about them as ‘hot dog
sandwiches,’” the frank-ophile said.
“Anything between two sides of bread,
conjoined or otherwise, is a sandwich."
A Daily News survey of hot dog vendors and customers — conducted during
several recent lunchtimes — revealed
that hot dog lovers generally believe
they are eating a sandwich.
"It's a sandwich because it's between
the buns,” said Meemo Elaraby, a vendor at a Nathan's cart in Lower Manhattan, summarizing the pro-sandwich
position.
Some, of course, disagree.
“Nah, a hot dog’s in its own class,”
said Eric Sablan of San Jose. “When I
say, ‘Let me get a sandwich,’ that’s like
meat, cheese, lettuce, tomato — deinitely not a hot dog.”
Clearly, the debate rages — and will
until Jan. 1, 2018, when Quinn’s blog
reveals its results.
Right now, the survey shows that
75% of respondents believe that
the hot dog is its own thing, not a
sandwich.
Time for the pro-sandwich crowd
to bite back.

DOG DAZED
the news asked random, hot- dogloving americans to settle the
great
debate: is a hot dog a sandwich
?

Bill Jackson,
22, Canarsie

25-pounder out of the ocean. They
snapped a quick photo of their catch
before releasing the shark back in
the water.
“It’s so fat and chubby!” said a
thrilled Angelo. “It was exhilarating.”
nagging the shark was fun,
but Anthony remained intent
on bringing in a sailish. The
30 mph winds rocked the boat
as water splashed across the
deck and thunder roared across the
sky.
No sailish? No problem.
This time it was dad Anthony feeling the pull of a ginormous ish on
the end of his line.
It was a 150-pound hammerhead
shark. Miller rushed to Anthony’s
aid, and the two men fought for an
hour with the mighty shark.
“I knew we were surrounded by
rain, lightning and waves,” recalled
Anthony. “I ignored every factor, and
just concentrated on reeling him in.”
They inally managed to bring the
beast to the surface, where the shark
enjoyed the last laugh of the long
day.
“He looked up with his left eye,
smiled and said, ‘See ya!’” recalled
Anthony after going head-to-hammerhead with the shark. “And then
he bit through the line.”
Once the epic struggle was done,
the Yellowin headed back to shore
around 10 p.m., the end of 11 memorable hours on the high seas.
“I’m in awe, I still can’t believe
it,” continued dad Anthony. “It’s like
going to Disney World for the irst

S

time.”
Miller was as impressed by Anthony’s persistence as he was by their
haul of mahi mahi.
“Anthony did an amazing job on
that hammerhead,” said Miller. “This
ishing trip had to be one of the most
exciting ishing trips I’ve had in a
long time.”
By day’s end, the Diminos
shared their captain’s sentiments
about Florida and its ishing.
“Miami is considered the
ishing capital of the world
for many reasons,” said Miller.
“Five-star hotels and restaurants, beautiful
beaches, and
home to the
most soughtafter game
ish in the
world.
“My alltime favorite
ishing destination.”

“Yes; because it’s
between the bread.
why wouldn’t it be
a sandwich?”
Pamela sticker, 58,
staten island
“Yes , of course, i
think it’s a sandwich because it’s in a bun.”
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Angelo Dimino (left) shows off his catch with
pro Peter Miller from a News-sponsored ishing
trip of a lifetime, a daylong excursion off the
coast of Miami. Angelo’s father, Anthony, was
the prizewinner.
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Eric Sablan,
28, San Jose,
Calif.
“nah , a hot dog’s
in its own class.
when i say, ‘Let me
get a sandwich ,’
that ’s like meat,
cheese, lettuce,
tomato - deinitely
not a hot dog.”

Por tia Lee, 38,
Charlotte, N.C .

“no a hot dog is not
a sandwich because
a sandwich has two
pieces of bread.”

Frank Vass, 62,
Phoenix, Ariz.
“no. a hot dog is a
hot dog! it has its
own thing going
on.”
inter views and photos
by Veronica harris
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7-Night Bermuda
from $699* pp.

5-Night Canada
from $659* pp.

7-Night Bahamas
from $549* pp.

5-Night Bermuda
from $579* pp.
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from $558* pp.
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from $524* pp.
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from $1,099* pp. from $399* pp.
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Visit www.DirectLineCruises.com/dailynews
for more information on cruises sailing from NY & NJ.

Travel Insurance Included with sailings 5-nights or longer.

Senior and resident rates available on select sailings!
Choose from FREE Beverage Packages / Shore Excursion Credits /
Internet Packages / Onboard Credits up to $400
Call one of our specialists to ind out how to get more than one offer!

Offers available on most sailings and vary by cruise line and category booked. Restrictions apply.

Call toll-free for a FREE Brochure & Reservations

1-877-589-7495

www.DirectLineCruises.com
* Rates shown above apply to select sailings and are subject to availability. Gov’t. taxes and fees are additional.
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his toothy debate started in Coney Island — and it’s going to end
there: Is the hot dog a sandwich?
Michael Quinn — frankfurter
expert and owner of the recently
revived hot dog eatery Feltman's — has
launched a poll on his Coney Island
Blog to settle the seemingly neverending (and mouthwatering) national
conversation.
Quinn relishes a good debate — but
he’s clear about his own position on this
meaty matter: "I'd say yes, it's a sandwich, if I had to vote," he told the Daily
News. "A sandwich is meat that's portable in some type of bread or bun."
On the other side of the bun is
Quinn’s main competitor in Coney Island — Nathan’s Famous, which revolutionized the hot dog at the corner of
Surf and Stillwell Aves. more than 100
years ago.
"The hot dog is not the sum of its components," Nathan’s spokesman George
Shea told The News. "It is simply a hot
dog — a fundamental entity that represents America and the joy of summer.”
Shea’s expertise on the matter is
weightier than the 72 hot dogs and buns
consumed by Joey Chestnut this July
4. After all, he’s the M.C. of the annual
contest and has literally watched tens of
thousands of hot dogs be consumed.
“The hot dog stands above form and
matter and cannot even be subjected to
the question,” Shea added. “You might
as well ask the weight of the color blue
— it makes no sense. A hot dog is not
a sandwich because a hot dog is a hot
dog."
Clearly, there’s a lot to sink one’s teeth
into.

selling on Coney Island.
He called them Coney Island Red
Hots — and sold so many that they
quickly became an American staple.
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